For better target tracking, this paper presents a new viewpoint that is the states fusion of various fuzzy automata, and mainly discusses the algorithm of the fusion on the states of the fuzzy automata based on Bayesian theory and fuzzy knowledge in detail, respectively. The recurrent neural network architecture corresponding to fuzzy automata is provided for the states fusion of fuzzy automata and the simulation results are given. The simulation results show target tracking based on the states fusion of the fuzzy automata is better than that of single state information of the fuzzy automata relatively. Moreover, the application of fusion of fuzzy automata to track recognition is given. Thus, it will be a theoretic base for the application of any automata. Finally, some problems and development trends on fuzzy automata and neural networks are presented for future research.
Recurrent neural network architecture for states fusion of FA
Here we describe two fusion algorithms for encoding any FA into fuzzy recurrent neural network architecture. The state of FA interacts at each time step for better fuzzy signal processing and recognizing fuzzy language.
Every neuron in the neuron networks is a sensor and also the state of FA. For more accurate target positioning, after a number of sensors identifying the track of the same target at each time, they may perform target tracking, which needs to carry out an estimate fusion for the tracking of the same target by different sensors. Now, we discuss the network architecture used for encoding FA into network by using Bayes rules and fuzzy synthetic functions. The two algorithms for encoding FA in second-order recurrent neural networks are shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b).
The two fusion algorithms for encoding FA in second-order recurrent neural network are shown as follows:
In the fusion algorithm based on Bayesian theory, the architecture consists of two parts: the recurrent state neurons for encoding the state transitions of the FA and an output layer, i.e., a second-order recurrent neural network and an output layer. These recurrent state neurons are connected to the distinct output neurons, and the distinct output neurons compute total estimate value and total error covariance of the state and the final degree of membership. The recurrent state neurons are some filters or smoothers or predictors that implement the reinitialization of the states and perform the update and interaction between the states of FA, and compute the mixing estimate and the mixing covariance. In the fusion algorithm, the state transition matrix, the transition probability matrix of model and the noise matrix all are fuzzy. Here, a complete recursion of the fusion algorithm makes use of the Kalman filter. Here, the fusion algorithm based on Bayesian theory is called the Bayesian fusion algorithm. The corresponding network architecture is shown in Fig. 1(a) .
In the fusion algorithm based on fuzzy synthetic functions, the network architecture also consists of two parts: a secondorder recurrent neural network for fusion of each state in the time and an output layer for fusion of each state in the space. These recurrent state neurons are also connected to the distinct output neurons. The recurrent state neurons are some sensors that also implement the reinitialization of the states and perform the update of states value between the states of FA, and obtain the degree of membership of states in the time. The output neurons perform the space-time fusion of states and obtain the cumulative degree of membership of states of FA in the space. In here, the fusion algorithm based on the fuzzy synthetic functions is called the fuzzy fusion algorithm. The corresponding network architecture is shown in Fig. 1(b) .
The recurrent neural network consists of N recurrent hidden neurons, labeled 
Bayesian fusion algorithm of fuzzy automata
The Bayesian fusion algorithm of fuzzy automata is discussed in detail as follows.
Systems model of networks for FA
Here, the systems model consists of r regular network models, i.e., M = m (1) , m (2) , . . . , m (r) , and there are m
is working constantly at time k.
For the dynamical systems, the state equation of ith model can be described as follows:
The measurement equation is:
where m i is a current model that is working, x i (k) ∈ R n is a n × 1 state vector; F i (k) is a n × n state transition matrix, G i (k) is a n × p process noise sequence transition matrix,
is a m × 1 measurement noise, w i (k) and ν i (k) both are a zero mean and positive covariance matrix, and the covariance matrices are W i (k) and V i (k) with Gaussian process noise and measurement noise, respectively, i.e.,
Algorithm procedure of the states fusion by using networks
The algorithm consists of r FA models and r networks, and every network corresponds to a different FA model. The algorithm consists of six parts:
(1) Transform FA into the neural network:
Transform FA into a neural network with N recurrent neurons that compute the degree of membership µ of the state of FA for inputting an arbitrary string. Assume the degree of membership in the state q i is 0 < µ i 1. Let N recurrent neurons perform the relevant equations of FA models, and choose the sigmoid discriminative function g(x) = 1 1+e −x to compute the mixing estimate and the mixing covariance obtained. Let M non-recurrent output neurons perform again the relevant equations of model and a distinct function, which compute the total estimate and the total error covariance of the states.
For each a k ∈ Σ, construct an input vector [0, . . . , 0, I k−1 , 1, I k+1 , 0, . . . , 0], where Σ is a finite set of the input symbols of FA. Thus, we perform the fusion algorithm of FA by using the networks.
(2) Network dynamics: Based on the fusion theory [15, 16] , the state fusion equations of FA are discussed in every neuron network as follows:
According to the predicted value of the former recurrent state of FA and its error covariance matrix and the probability of model of the current state, the initial state and initial covariance matrix of the current FA are calculated. Then initialize the state and its error covariance again. Some relevant deriving equations of ith FA model are described as follows:
The predicted probability of model is:
k|k−1 that is the probability of ith model at current time k is predicted by the measurements from time 1 to time k − 1, where µ (j)
is a state transition probability of the model from the model m k−1 at time k − 1 to the model m k at time k and it depends on the model m k , i.e., it is a transition probability between models, regarded as the known condition.
The mixing weight µ j|i k−1 of FA model is calculated by
Pr m 
A step predicted error equation of states for FA model is:
A step predicted error covariance of states for FA model is:
where
The mixing estimate for FA model is:
The mixing error covariance of states for FA model is:
(ii) FA model interaction:
Choose the corresponding FA model according to the target model [15, 16] , each model has a corresponding neuron network in the algorithm, every neuron network runs side by side.
The predicted state of FA model is calculated by
The corresponding predicted error covariance for states of FA model is calculated by
So, the interaction gain is obtained by
The updated state is obtained by
The updated covariance is also obtained by
(iii) Probability update of FA model: Since the neural network for encoding FA is recurrent, it needs to calculate the probability update of FA model. Based on the current likelihood function and the former recurrent probability of model, we can obtain the new probability of model while calculating at present.
Assume the likelihood function of FA model is a Gaussian mixing density, it is:
Based on Bayes formula, there is the probability of FA model:
(iv) Estimate fusion of FA Calculate the mixing total estimate and the mixing total error covariance of states fusion, and then associate output. By state estimates and covariances of current r FA models and current probabilities of models that have been obtained, neurons can compute the mixing total estimate and the mixing total error covariance matrix of states, which are regarded as final outputs with this circulation.
Based on the above calculation, the total outputs for the total estimate and total covariance are obtained as follows, respectively:
The mixing total estimate of the states is:
The mixing total covariance of error of the states is:
(v) As well as these relevant fusion equations of r FA models, there are some functions in the recurrent hidden neurons and the output neurons. Thus, the final results are obtained by using each neuron operator. Here we give the relevant functions as follows:
where b i is a regulating constant, µ j is a degree of membership in the state q j of FA and it is computed by the recurrent neurons, labeled 0 < µ j 1. 
otherwise, is a desired accuracy.
Simulation for Bayesian fusion algorithm
In here, in order to show the target tracking of FA in the states fusion is better than that of in the single state information of FA, the simulation for the states fusion of FA is given.
Systems model of FA and initialization
For simplicity in simulation, the movement models of three targets here are chosen. The state of the target models is a two-dimensional vector that is the position and the speed respectively, i.e., X = [xẋ yẏ] .
The measurement vector is:
In here, the state transition matrix is chosen [15, 16] . The three models have the same process noise transition matrix G, measurement matrix H, and process noise covariance W and measurement noise covariance V . These matrices are denoted as follows, respectively:
Initialize the state-vector x 0 , the covariance matrix P 0 and transition probability matrix π ij of model and the probability µ 0 of model as follows, respectively: 
Simulation results analysis
Let the targets make rectilinear motion at a uniform velocity and take a turn to the right or the left motion at a uniform velocity. The simulation results for the states fusion of FA are shown in Fig. 2 . From the Fig. 2 known, the target tracking of FA in states fusion is better than that of in single state information, and its tracking precision is improved by 7.17%. The tracking curve of FA in states fusion is basically same as the true curve of the target orbit. It signifies that the information on target tracking can be almost completely utilized by the states fusion of FA rather than that by single state information. 
Fuzzy fusion algorithm of fuzzy automata

Algorithm procedure
The network architecture for fuzzy fusion algorithm of fuzzy automata is shown in Fig. 1(b) . The algorithm consists of four parts:
The section is almost the same as the algorithm (1) (2) Network dynamics: Based on the fuzzy synthetic functions [17] , the fuzzy fusion algorithm of states of FA is discussed as follows: (i) Decision-making model on target tracking Since the target recognition can be obtained by target tracking, the target recognition and target tracking are related. Assume
The formula (3) and (4) denote the order sets by comprising M serial numbers of target types and N serial numbers of FA respectively. In target tracking, since each FA can use different sources of knowledge, such as, RF (Radio Frequency), pulse repetition frequency, pulse width, speed and radar cross-sectional area, and coupled with the existence of uncertainty influence, thus the tracking results of each FA for target can be denoted by the fuzzy set in U. ∀i ∈ S, the tracking report of ith FA for target is labeled as a fuzzy set F ∼ i , i.e.,
where o p (p ∈ U) is the target that corresponds to the serial number p, f ip is the degree of membership that the ith FA judges the identified target belonging to the pth target type, and 0 f ip 1. For the target tracking results that are denoted by a fuzzy set, we may use a fuzzy distribution to describe it.
A fuzzy distribution Ξ i that corresponds to F ∼ i can be expressed as:
Assume K is a variable in U. ∀i ∈ S, for a given proposition ''K is F ∼ i '', a fuzzy distribution that corresponds to K will be derived as follows:
It denotes that the possibility of the value of K is the degree of membership that p belongs to the fuzzy set F
For the usual hard judgement, i.e., a single type (e.g. p 1 type) is chosen as the solution of an identified target type, which can be regarded as a special case of the above formula (6), i.e., it corresponds to , so there is
where From the above discussion, whether the tracking results for target are expressed by the 'hard decisions', or given by the fuzzy set or hypothesis set, we all can use a fuzzy distribution to express and describe the tracking results of FA for target tracking by a proper transformation.
(
ii) Fusion of FA in the time
Let f ip (t) and Ξ i (t) denote the fuzzy degree of membership and fuzzy distribution that the identified target belongs to the p type by measuring of the FA i at time t respectively. f 
and
To integrate the fuzzy distribution that is obtained by cumulative fusion at time t − 1 and the fuzzy distribution that is obtained by measuring at time t, we can obtain the fuzzy distribution Ξ t i of the cumulative fusion of the FA i for target tracking until time t, and the distribution is
where f
. S 2 is a fuzzy synthetic function, and S 2 is usually obtained by the formula (13) or (14) below. (2), . . . , f ip (t) . Here, the fuzzy synthetic functions S t may be selected as follows: 
According to the fuzzy synthetic function theory, there is (16) where S N is also a fuzzy synthetic function. 
(4) Network performance
The training of recurrent network and some calculations are mainly performed in the first part neural network, i.e., after processing a signal with a certain length, the outputs of the recurrent neurons are the S t i , then the degrees of membership f ip (t) of the states of FA at the time t can be obtained by the formula (9) , at the same time, the recurrent network performs the fusion of the states of FA in the time, so we can obtain the fuzzy distribution Ξ t i of the cumulative fusion for every FA i until time t.
The second part neural network is an output layer that performs the space-time fusion of FA. The output values O p−1 are determined by the fuzzy synthetic function and the output values of the recurrent neurons.
Example
Here, assume there are three types of targets, and five FA to report the information of type of the identified target. The FA 1 reports the target is o 1 with 60% of the degree of belief. The FA 2 reports the target is o 2 with 80% of the degree of belief. The FA 3 reports the target is o 3 with 90% of the degree of belief. Other two FA both report the target is o 1 with 80% of the degree of belief. What are the results of fusion of these FA? Solution: We first give the decision-making model of each FA for target tracking. The fuzzy distribution of each FA for target tracking by using the formula (6) and (9) is
If we choose the fuzzy synthetic function
Then we can obtain the fusion result of fuzzy distribution of five FA
Then we can obtain the fuzzy distribution of fusion results of five FA
It is obvious that the two fusion results both have the direct acceptability.
Simulations and analysis
In here, in order to show the tracking effect of FA based on fuzzy fusion for target tracking, the simulation for the states fusion of FA is given.
In the fuzzy fusion algorithm, the target tracking is performed based on the sum formula and the product formula (13) or (14) of fuzzy synthetic function. The simulation is sampled 120 times and sampling rate T is 1 second. The simulation results for the states fusion of FA based on fuzzy fusion algorithm are shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b), Fig. 4 , respectively.
The Fig. 3(a) and (b) indicate the tracking results of the fuzzy fusion algorithm based on the sum formula (13) when q = 1 and q = 1, respectively. The Fig. 4 shows the tracking results of the fusion algorithm based on the product formula (14) . From the Figs. 3 and 4 known, the target tracking of FA in states fusion is better than that of in single state information on multiple-target tracking. When q = 1, the tracking curve of FA in states fusion is basically same as the true curve of the target orbit, but that of the single state information for target tracking is not so good, which is shown in Fig. 3(b) . To compare with the tracking precision of FA in states fusion and single state for the target tracking, we know that the tracking precision of the fuzzy fusion algorithm based on the sum formula is improved by 3.26% at q = 1/2 and 9.25% at q = 1, respectively, and the tracking precision based on the product formula is improved by 8.48%. According to the Fig. 2 known again, the tracking precision based on fuzzy synthetic function is higher than that of the fusion algorithm based on Bayesian theory as a whole. It also signifies that the information on the target tracking can be almost completely utilized by the states fusion of FA. 
Application of fusion of FA to track recognition
Here we give the application of fusion of FA to track recognition based on the above two fusion algorithms.
Proposed hypothesis
To facilitate the discussion, we first introduce some basic denotations and description methods. Let the sets of the track number that are corresponding to the targets be respectively
Make
The formula (18) is called the estimate of (19), where X 
vector, that is to say, under the hypothesis H 0 , the covariance of the formula (18) is In addition, E X
Then, the test statistics is
Under the hypothesis H 0 , the state estimated error t ij (l) obeys the Gaussian distribution, so α ij (l) obeys the χ 2 distribution with the freedom degree n x , where n x is the dimension of the state estimate vector.
Threshold value and hypothesis testing
For a given significant level θ, generally, take θ = 0.05, 0.01, 0.1 based on some experiments, the threshold value 
Then H 0 is accepted, i.e., it signifies the track i and j are the track of the same target; otherwise H 1 is accepted.
Application of FA based on fuzzy fusion
Degree of similarity between two tracks
Here, we also assume the state estimated errors of two FA are independent for the state of the same target, then under the hypothesis H 0 , the covariance of the errors is C ij (l|l) in the formula (20).
By the formula (18) and (21), we select the normal membership function, and define the degree of similarity between the track i and j at time l is
where 0 < b 1 and it is a constant to wait for being decided. ∀i ∈ U 1 , ∀j ∈ U 2 , obviously, there exists 0 < d ij (l) 1. ∀l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}, after d ij (l) is obtained, the similarity vector between the track i and j is come into being, and label it as M ij (k), i.e.,
where M ij (k) ∈ [0, 1] k . Based on the definition of fuzzy synthetic function, we define the synthetic degree of similarity between the track i and j from time 1 to time k is
where i ∈ U 1 , j ∈ U 2 , = is an operator of definition, the fuzzy synthetic functions S k is the formula (13) or (14) .
Hypothesis testing
To give the judgment of comparability between the track i and j, it requires removing fuzziness, and the removing rule is based on the maximum synthetic degree of similarity and threshold value discrimination principle. Assume
(27) Assume threshold value parameter is ξ , and 0.5 ξ 1 by experience and experiment.
If β ij * (k) > ξ .
(28) Then we judge the track i and j * are the track of the same target at time k, and j * no longer matches with other track at time k; otherwise, the track i and j * are the track of a different target, where i ∈ U 1 , j ∈ U 2 . Therefore, the fuzzy fusion algorithm will have a faster processing speed.
Simulation on application
We perform the simulation in a dense target environment. By the experiments in the dense target environment, the correct average recognition rate of Bayesian fusion algorithm is 86.75%, however, that of the fuzzy fusion algorithm is 82.7% when q = 2/3 and 90.14% when q = 1.2, respectively.
Conclusions
For fully utilizing the information on fuzzy signal processing, in this paper, the fusion algorithms of states based on Bayesian theory and fuzzy knowledge are given respectively. The corresponding simulations are performed for the states fusion of FA respectively, and the simulation results show that the target tracking of FA in states fusion is better. Moreover, we perform the application of fusion of fuzzy automata to track recognition. Thus, there will be a theoretic base for application of any automata on image processing and pattern recognition etc. These researches will be a further development prospect for wide applications. Now, some theories and applications on the states fusion of FA are in the embryonic stage, so it requires many scholars that can further probe into the fusion of FA and carry on diversified further investigations in the future. Simultaneously, it is an open question how to construct the corresponding neural network architecture and design its algorithms for modeling a variety of fuzzy automata systems. In addition, the solution of fuzzy multidimensional distribution and its applications in engineering are also a future subject that requires an in-depth study.
